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GUANGYANG SECONDARY SCHOOL, SINGAPORE
201 B MID-YEAR EXAMINATION
Sec Two Normal (Technical)
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NAME

CLASS REGISTER
NUMBER

a
1-

MATHEMATICS SYLLABUS T
Paper 1

Candidates answer on the Question Paper

4 May 2018
t hour 15 minutes

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Write your name, class and index number on all the work you hand in.
Write in dark blue or black pen.
You may use an HB pencil for any diagrams or graphs.
Do not use staples, paper clips, glue or correction fluid.

Answer all questions.
The number of marks is given in brackets [ ] at the end of each questaon or part question

lf wo*ing is needed for any question it must be shown with the answer.
Omission of essential working will result in loss of marks.
The total number of marks for this paper is 40.

The use of an approved scientific calculalor is expected, where appropriate.
lf the degree of accuracy is not specified in the question, and if the answer is not exact, give
the answer to three significant figures. Give answers in degrees to one decimal place.
For n, use either your calculator value ot 3.142.

This questio
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n paper consists of 8 printed pages, inclusive of this cover page.
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I
Answer all questions.

For the diagram above, write down
(a) the order of rotational symmetry,

(b) the number of lines of symmetrY.
Answer

Answer

t1l

tll

2 Use ( , ) or = to complete each of these statements.

1(a) 0.1
9

(b) 66 o/o
2

3

t1l

t1l
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The radius of the circle is 20 cm.
Find the circumference ofthe circle.

Answer cm [2]

4 Audrey, Indah and Zoey shared $900 000 in the ratio of5 : 7 : 3.
Find the smallest share.

Answer $ t2l

5 5 painters took 20 days to finish a project.
How long will it take 8 painters to complete the same project?

Answer days [2]
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6 Express
(a) 15.6 kilograms in grams.

(b) 0.45 hours in minutes.

Answer

Answer

c tll

.......min t1l

7 Expand an6 5imFlifu -x + 5(x - 2y).

Answer t2l

E PQRS is a trapezium.

s
Find
(a) angle .x,

O) angle y.

P

D

Answer x = tll

t1lAnswer y :
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9 Solve
(a) 4x = 35,

(b) 5x*5=17*3x.

Answer x : tzl

10
v

0(3,0)

P(-3,-z)

R(3 )

The coordinates of the three vertices are P (-3, -2), 0(3,0) and R(3, - ).(a) Name the type of triangle formed by the poir:ts P, p and R.

Answer

(b) Calculate the total area enclosed by the points P, Q a;nd R.

Answer

x

triangle [ ]

units2 [2]
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11 The table shows cost of kavelling in a taxi.

Distance (km) Basic charge
($)More than Up to

0 I 2.80

I 1.4 3.00

1.4 1.8 3.20

1.8 2.2 3.40

2.2 2.6 3.60

There is an additional charge of35% to the basic charge for joumeys between

0730 to 0930.
Mr Lee took a taxi from his house to Changi Airport'
The distauce between his house and Changi Airport is 2.5 km.
He staded his trip at 08 00.

Calculate the total cost ofhis taxi fare, including his additional charges.

Answer $ t3l

t2 Given a length of 72 cm,
(a) convert 72 cm into metres,

(b) express 72 cm as a percentage of4 metres.

Answer m[1]

% L2]Answer

72

[Turn over
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13 (a) Draw the triangle ABC where BC :5.5 cm and lC : 6 cm.
The line ,48 has been drawn for you.

Answer
tzl

t2)

cm []

A

(b) Draw the perpendicular bisector of line LB.

(c)

Answer BM -

(i) Draw the bisector of angle A-BC. tll(ii) The perpendicular bisector in part (b) meets bisector of angle ABC
at M. Measure and write down the distance BM.

B
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t4 Mr Tan drove 24 000 metres in 20 minutes.

Calculate his average speed in
(a) metres per second,

Answer .............................m/s [2]

O) kilometres per hour.

Answer

(c) The distance between town I and town B is 980 km'
Mr Tan's car uses 1.09 litres ofpetrol for every l8 km he travels.

Pekol costs $2.54 per litre.
Find the costs of travel from town I and town -8.

Give your answer correct to the nearest cent'

km,h i2l

Answer $ 12)

End of paper
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GUANGYANG SECONDARY SCHOOL, SINGAPORE
201 8 MID-YEAR EXAMINATION
Sec Two Normal (Technical)

CANDIDATE
NAME

CLASS REGISTER
NUMBER

Z:T
t-

MATHEMATICS SYLLABUS T
Paper 2

Candidates answer on the Question Paper.

7 May 2018
I hour 15 minutes

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Answer all questions.
The number of marks is given in brackets [ ] at the end of each question or part question.

lf working is needed for any question it must be shown with the answer.
Omission of essential working will result in loss of marks.
The total number of marks for this paper is 40.

The use of an approved scientific calculator is expected, where appropriate.
lf the degree of accuracy is not specified in the question, and if the answer is not exact, give
the answer to three significant figures. Give answers in degrees to one decimal place.
For n, use either your calculator value or 3.142.

Marks

Thi
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s question paper consists of 9 printed pages, inclusive of this cover page

Write your name, class and index number on all the work you hand in.
Write in dark blue or black pen.
You may use an HB pencil for any diagrams or graphs.
Do not use staples, paper clips, glue or correction fluid.
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I

Answer all questions.

Put these numbers in order of size, largest first.

_.1-t, Lsa7, z:, _s

largest smallest

, The flight time from Singapore to Auckland, New Zealand, is t hours 55 minutes'

New Zealand is 4 hours ahead of Singapore time.
The flight leaves Singapore at 0930.
Find the time in Auckland, New Zealand, when the flight arrives.
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3 Jane changes 300 British Pounds (GBP) to Singapore Dollars (SGD).
The exchange rate is I GBP = 1.846 SGD
Find how many Singapore Dollars she receives.

Answer sGD [2]

4 Kenneth's monthly earnings is as follows:

The table shows the commission rate based on the total sales made.

Total sales Commission Rate
(%)

$0 - $20 000 2

$20 001- $s0 000 2.5

$50 00r- $70 000 J

Above $70 000 5

Kenneth's total sales for March is S 35 000.
Calculate his eamings for March.

t2)

basic pay of$l 500 + commission

PartnerlnLeaming
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5 Mr Lee typed 525 words io 10.5 minutes.
Ms Tan typed 605 words in 1 1 minutes.

Who types faster and bY how much?

Answer types faster by words per minute 12)

6 Mr Lim deposited $50 000 in a bank which pays a simple interest of 3oZ per annum

for 5 years.
(a) Find the total amount of money Mr Lim will receive at the end of 5 years.

Answer $.,.,,....................,......... t2]

O) Find the amouat of interest that Mr Lim will receive each year.

tzl

PartnerlnLeaming
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7 (t) Expand and simplifu 2(5 + 2x) - 3(x - 2).

Answer

(b)
4x x-7

Simolito - * 
-."5 2

t2l

t3lAnswer

8 A pencil cost $.r. A pen cost 3 times as much as the pencil.
The cost of one pen and five pencils is $3.60.
(a) Find an expressiou, in terms of.r, the cost ofapen.

Answer $ ............. tll
O) Write down an equation, in terms ofr, to represent the total cost of one pen

and five pencils.
Show that it reduces to 8z = 3.60.
Answer l-11

(c) Find the cost ofa pen.

I2l

PartnerlnLeaming
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9 Ariq did a survey on how people travel to work for Apron company.

He illustrated his results in a pictogram.

He has drawn the pictogram for bus, MRT, walking and car.

key Represents 20 people

(a) There are 50 people who cycled to work.
Complete the pictogram.

O) In Ariq's sample,
(i) how many people travelled by MRT?

Ans n*er

(ii) how many people walked?

Answer
(c) Find the total number of people interviewed in the survey.

Answer

(d) MRT and bus are considered as public transportations.

Find the percentage ofpeople who goes to work by public transportations.

tll

tll

tll

t1l

%121

Method of travel

Bus

MRT

Walking !
Cycle

Car o

Answer

80

[Turn over]
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l0 (a) Complete the table ofvalues for y = 2a a 3.

x -3 _) -1 0

v -3 1 3

(b) Draw the graph of y =2x+3.
Answer:

(c) Find the gradient of the graph of y = 2, I 3 .

Answer

(d) Use your graph to find the value of.r when y - 1.8

tll

l2l

trl

tll

ITEIE
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1l M Tell Hub is a mobile service provider.
They charge mobile handphone users every month'
There is a fixed charge, a charge for each minute ofcalls made during off-peak hours,

and a charge for each minute ofcalls made during peak hours.

6rs
()
60

U

Number of minutes

(a) lndah only uses her mobile phone in off-peak.
The graph shows how Indah total monthly bill varies according to the

lengh of time she uses the mobile phone.
(r) Indah's bill in one month was $12.

For how many minutes did she use her mobile phone?

Answer

(ii) Find the fxed charge.

Answer $

(iii) Find the charge per minute for off-peak hours'

Give your answer corrects to 2 decimal places.

minutes [ 1]

.....tl]

Answer $........ per minute [2]

[Turn over]
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11 (b) The company charges $0.15 per minute during peak hours.
In one month, Audrey uses her mobile phone for 120 minutes in off-peak
and 80 minutes in peak hours.
Using your answers to part (a), find Audrey's charges for the month.

Answer $. t2)

END OF PAPER
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2NT MATH 2018 MY PAPER 1 MARK SCHEME

2a

2b

7a

1b

6t

order rotational slmmetry: 2
lines of symmetry: 0

1
0.1 <-

9

2
- > 65 Yo
3

Circumference : 2rrr
= 2x3.742x20
= 125.68 cm

lBll
lBll

tBll

[B1]

tMll
tAll

Mll
lAll

lMll

tAll

tBll

tBll

tMll
tAll

tBll

tBll

tAll

lMll

tAlI

tMll
[Al]

,

4 Smallest share: ;|; x $900 000

- $180 000

5 5 painters ) 20 days

8painters ) f xZ0

6b

15.6 kg

0.45 hours

: 12.5 days

= 15600C

= 0.45 x 60
= /'l rnin

8b

9a

9b

'l -x + 5(x - 2y) : -x*,Sx-70y
= 4x-10y

8a 32' (alt zs, // lines)

= 180 - 45' - 32" (z sun of A): 103.

4x=35
r = 8.75 or 81

4

5x+S=17 +3x
5x-3x=77-S

2x:72
x=6

lOa isosceles triangle [81, I letter missing still give 1 mark.]

x4x(3+3)
2 units2

PartnerlnLeaming
85
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2NT MATH 2018 MY PAPER 1 MARK SCHEME

1 I Total cost of lus taxi fare : $3.60+*x$3.60
$4.86

l2a 72 cm into mefres : 0.72 m

t2b lLx t00o/o

: 18%

13 refer to attachment

14a Average speed= 15;;;
20 mls

14b Avg. speedinkrn/h 
=1:tr

l4c amount ofpetrol : 999 x 1.09 I
18: se!1 r

90

Costofpetrol - 59# I x $2.54
: $150.73

PartnerlnLeaming

tMll
lAll

tBu

tMll
tAll

tMtl
lAll

tMll
tAll

[M1]

tAll

The end.
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| -,17 = -2.64575...

2!
7

= 2.142857...

z),ren.-"11, -s

2 Arrival time in Aucklard

t42l

3 300 GBP to SGD : 300x 1.846

= (0930+9h55min)+4
:7925+4
: 2325 or 11.25 pm

= $1 500 + 2.5o/o of $35 000
: $1 500 + $875
= $2375

tMll
tAll

[Ml]
[Al]

5

4 Total eamings for March

100: $7s00
Total amount - $57 500

Amount of interest per year = $7 500 + 5
51 500 per year

Mr Lee's tlping rate: 525 + 10.5
: 50 words per minute

Ms Tan's typing rate:605 + 11
- 55 words per minute

[Ml for either correct typing rate]

tAll

P = $50 000
R = 3 %p.a.
T:5years
Interest, I

100

tMll

lAll

tMll
tAtl

tMll
lAll

6a

6b

1
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Ms Tan types faster by 5 words per minute.
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7b
+x x-7_+-
52

10
8x+5r-35

10
13x-3 5

10

8a Cost ofapen : $3x

total cost of I pen and 5 pencils
3x+5xx

8x

8x

8b

8c

2@x) , S(x-7)
10 10

8x 5x-35
-+-10 10
8x+(5r-35)

lMll
lAll

tBll

tBll

tMI]

tAll

iBll

lBll

tBll

tBu

lMll

lAll

[B 1]

: $3.60
= 3.60
: 3.60

: 3.60

- $0.45

Cost ofapen = 3 x $0.45: $1'35

9a

9bi By MRT: 60

9bii By walking: I l0

9c Total number ofpeople
: 40+60+ 110+50+45
= 305

9d Percentage of peopie who goes by public trarsportation
: 99; 169o7o

305

= 32.8 % (3 s.f.)

10a Y =bt +3
y =2x(-2)+3
v=-1

10b refer to attachment

10c Gradient ofgraPh = 2.

lod valueof xwhenY:1'8' r--o'6

x
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lBll

iBll

2

7a ?(5+2x)-Z(x-Z) 
1

10+4x-3x+6
a+76

IMi]
tAil

lMtl

tlEI
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11ai 40 minutes

l laii

l laiii

20

€rs
rl)
bI)

Q 10

5

End ofpaper.

Fixed charge : $9

Cost of making calls

Cbarge per minute

$L2-9
$3

$3 + 40 mtnutes
0.075

tBlI

tBll

tMll

lAll

tMll
tAll

$0.08

Audrey's charges for the month

= $18
= $0.15 x 80
= $12
= $12+18: $30

0

Number of minutes

I

ltaItttttlraatt!taatl
tta

rTI

t-.Ia-I
3
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1lb Cost for 120 min of off-peak calls
Cost for 80 min of off-peak calls
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